Case Study iOnAsset – Asset Tracking & Management Solution

Customer Location
Doha | Qatar

Situation

Industry
Government

Client have Purchased and redistributed assets like computer, laptop, and other
assets within the organization. In order to supervise and control the asset
movement they need a comprehensive asset tracking management system.

Client Overview
Our Client is responsible for
leading the expansion of
country financial services sector
and for developing relationships
with the regional and global
financial community.
Platforms
.Net | Windows Application
Solution
iOnAsset – Asset Tracking &
Management Solution
About OCTAWARE Technologies
Octaware Technologies is a
highly experienced offshore
outsourcing company with its
offices in USA, Middle East and
India. The efficient project
management and technical
support services at customer's
location
guarantees
the
successful execution of each
project.
Contact us now to know more
Phone: +91 22 28293949
+91 22 28293959
Email: sales@octaware.com

Challenges
Client have a problem in identifying and locating some assets within the
organizations. They are struggling with monitoring asset movement as they
relied on sheets and lists. This method proved ineffective since logging and
updating the information associated with each asset was tedious and errorprone. Hence, the absence of an automated way of accurately collecting and
compiling their asset data left the organization vulnerable to potential property
loss.

Solution
Octaware provide a client with barcode and web-based asset tracking solution
(iOnAsset) that fits their needs. Our Solution enable the organization to
uniquely tag their asset with the barcode and track their allocation and
movement.
IOnAsset automate asset-related transaction and record keeping by simply
scanning a barcode. Our solution helps them to virtually track any asset, any
size from furniture to IT equipment’s. iOnAsset allowed the user to access the
data in a centralized database as required.
Octaware solution made it easier for client to manage and track where our
assets are, who is responsible for them and help them better allocate their
assets.

Benefits of iOnAsset





Quickly locate critical equipment.
Enhance productivity by remotely monitoring assets.
Detailed Asset Reporting & Auditing.
Centralized, Scalable and Secure Database.
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